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OUR PURPOSE:
Our aim is to create a safe and healthy community with no barriers of language, faith or nationality.

We Advise - We Support - We Promote Integration
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1.

A WORD FROM THE CEO

I am pleased to present our annual report for 2015. It was a very challenging year for our
organisation. Our funding has been cut by 45% with perspective of further cuts in 2016, due to our
main grants from Poland being cut back significantly, and also we have not been able to secure
funding from HSE to the amount we had hoped for. Funding is vital to enable us to continue to operate
with provision of our services to Polish and Eastern European migrants. In spite of difficulties, we
were able to continue with our services, however we had to request donations for them. To improve
on our budget in 2016, we plan to introduce affordable fees for some previously free of charge services. As a consequence of
insufficient funds we were unable to pay professionals for provision of information and advocacy services and we had to rely
solely on volunteers. Due to lack of funding, we also had to decrease our services hours’ provision, and for the first time in our
history fewer clients received much needed services as the waiting time for necessary appointments was on average two weeks.
Together-Razem secured a small amount of funding from HSE to provide free of charge consultations as a part of Crisis
Intervention for Migrants programme, which was then extended by a further 10 weeks thanks to fundraising from the participants
of the Cork City Marathon.
We were also able to start a brand new educational project called Razem Academy, with provision of the Polish language to
Polish families and their children born in Ireland to maintain their heritage and language skills. This project we have self-funded
thanks to the parents’ fees. Razem Academy, a supplementary school for Polish children, is under continuous development and
we hope it will become self-sustainable in the school year of 2016/2017.
We still continue to provide online services through our Online Clinic (www.poradniaonline.org), which is a modern platform
for services in the field of information about rights and entitlements for Polish people for clients who are unable to attend the
office in person, especially those in remote areas and regions further afield. We have supported 208 people through this free of
charge online service.
We have also become part of the first national PolskaEire Festival 2015 and took a leading role in organising this successful
festival in Cork area in 2015.
We have undergone registration process in a newly created state body - Charities Regulatory Authority and fulfilled all
necessary requirements for charities in Ireland. We are now a registered charity 20075125, registered in Revenue CHY19216.
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It was also our debut in taking part in an EU project - in cooperation with partners from all over Europe, we have been testing
labour citizenship in EU. We, as an organisation, hope to be able to take part on more regular basis in EU projects, as this is a
great learning experience for us and also for our community.
I’m proud of our organisation’s development in spite of the financial difficulties that we endured in the past year, as well as with
the status of Together-Razem as a central point for Polish and other Eastern Europeans searching for advice and support.
Finally, on behalf of the Board, I would like to thank our Board of Directors, our staff and our members and volunteers for another
year of great work done with continued passion and commitment.
I would also like to take this opportunity to thank all donors and
supporters in 2015. A special thanks must go to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ministry of Foreign Affairs Republic of Poland
Embassy of the Republic of Poland in Dublin
Semper Polonia Foundation
The Community Foundation for Ireland
Lillian O’Sullivan Solicitors & Kevin Hegarty Solicitors
HSE & National Lottery
Sister of Mercy and Solidarity Trust
Cork Migrant Centre
Cork City Council
Businesses and Private donors

We look forward to continue working with them in the future.

Voyteck Bialek
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2.

MESSAGE FROM OUR COMPANY DIRECTORS

Message from Mr Brednan Dempsey
Once again it is the time of year to hold our Annual General Meeting in coming week and I suppose it’s
contracted my mind on the problems we face as a Together-Razem Centre. I remember 10 years ago
giving office space to the Together-Razem Centre at Saint Vincent the Paul headquarters on Tuckey
Street. Incoming funds were non-existed and those dedicated volunteers were then able to give
counselling for three hours a week.
Last year, 2015, was an incredibly busy and productive year for Together-Razem, and it was marked by
further improvement of our services and also by increased financial challenges. We have two main
problems: income and lack of sufficient office space. The Polish community needs the services we
provide, in fact I think for us to continue it’s vital that we gain more income. May I suggest that if the 30
thousand Polish living in the Cork region donated just 1 euro a year each to your own Centre – it would
make a huge difference. I feel that while the Irish community is aware of the large Polish community living and working here,
nobody knows of the problems you have. Together-Razem can champion your cause, to do that they need funding and your
support.
I would like to personally thank to all people involved in Together-Razem for hard work for our organisation, aimed to integrate
Polish people with local community and promote and increase awareness of the rights of Polish and Eastern European migrants
in Ireland.

Brendan Dempsey
Company Director
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Message from Ms Katarzyna Golebiowska
2015 was another positive year for Together-Razem Centre. Many projects and events took place, and
we can be very proud especially of our presence during PolskaEire Festival, successes of Flying Seniors
or new educational project Razem Academy. Also our everyday services run uninterrupted. It seems
though that every year it becomes more and more difficult. Securing financial support is much harder,
and unfortunately providing services free of charge to those who need them becomes almost
impossible. It worries us a lot, as we appreciate hardships of our clients and we do not want to
disappoint them. It is not only finances though that are a challenge. It is also human resources. We have
wonderful, creative and hard-working volunteers who are the core of Together. It is volunteers’ work
which keeps Together-Razem running, and the Board admires their amazing dedication to charity work.
We know that they do as much as they can, but to sustain and develop our organisation we need help –
we need more resources, more reliable volunteers, because to survive Together-Razem has to develop.
As we all have an occasion to meet at Annual General Meeting it should be a good opportunity to not only appreciate our
achievements, but also to discuss the future of our charity organisation. It seems that we have to be more and more creative,
look for new ideas, for new sources of funding.
I believe that together we will find solutions and we will be able to continue helping community as we did in the last few years.

Katarzyna Golebiowska
Company Director
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3.

OUR CLIENTS TESTIMONIALS

Based on the Evaluation forms 2015 which were given to our clients to rate their
experience and satisfaction from our services, we received 106 paper forms and 35
online responses that rated our services as either VERY GOOD (82% of responses)
or GOOD (15% of responses).

Number of surveyed clients
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Service satisfaction rate
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4.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS, MEMBERS AND VOLUNTEERS

We operate on the basis of Memorandum and Articles of Association of Together-Razem Limited.
We are governed by Board of Directors, comprising of:









Josephine McCarty – Director
Brendan Dempsey – Director
Katarzyna Walkowska – Director
Katarzyna Golebiowska – Director
Wojciech Bialek – Director/ Secretary (from March 2016)
Lillian O’Sullivan –Director
Bozena Cierlik - Director
Romana Mentel – Secretary (until March 2016)

Members:
There were 26 members of Together-Razem Centre in 2015
Volunteers: There were 31 registered volunteers linked with our Centre in 2015.
Most of Together-Razem Company members are simultaneously Together- Razem volunteers.
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5.

PROJECTS AND SERVICES IN 2015
Together-Razem Centre has collaborated successfully with the Polish
Embassy in Dublin and HSE on a number of projects. They include
Social Information Clinic and Crisis Intervention for Migrants offered in
2015.

We supported directly 1163 clients in
2015.
While our main target group are Polish nationals, we have also
supported our Eastern European migrants and we are keen to expand
the offer to all nationalities residing in the city and country of Cork.
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Our work over last 5 years
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We haven’t got any data for 2011 regarding contact & interventions and have no data for 2012 for indirect contacts –we have begun to gather more data
from 2013 when we started to work on our dedicated Case Management software “ASYSTENT”
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Social Advice and Legal Clinics and Crisis
Intervention for Migrants
The main purpose of the Social Advice Clinic was provision of
information and advice to help individuals and families in
strengthening or recovering their ability to function in society.
Our project was also aimed at preventing social exclusion (longterm unemployment, homelessness), protection against threats such
as: exploitation by unscrupulous employers, various types of
addictions, loss of health or even loss of life.
We have achieved our goal – we have been highly evaluated by our
clients in regards to our professionalism and information provided.
We were able to provide direct information and advocacy assistance
to 418 people.
The Legal Clinic operated on every Tuesday 16.30 -18.00 - Lillian
O’Sullivan Solicitors & Kevin Hegarty Solicitors with accompaniment
of assistant interpreter. Their main tasks were to provide legal
advice to the Polish and Eastern European people covering a broad
range of legal issues: family law, employment law etc
174 people received assistance through our Legal Clinics in 2015.
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Crisis Intervention and General Counselling for Migrants
Aimed at helping people whose mental health and wellbeing have suffered as a result of their life situation or life events.
Clients often present with an overwhelming feelings of helplessness, sadness, anxiety, despair which affect their ability to
cope with difficulties and prevent them from concentrating on work, study, family life and other everyday activities. It was an
opportunity for Polish migrants to access therapy in their mother tongue, a service which due to a language barrier may not be
accessible to all elsewhere. We were able to provide counselling to 95 people in 2015. Main issues addressed: bereavement,
domestic violence, low mood, relationship problems,
difficulties in workplace, panic attacks, anxiety etc.

Advice Online – poradniaonline.org
This is a modern online platform for those who are unable to
attend our Advice Clinic and for those who live outside
Munster area. We get requests for advice from Dublin area,
North, Midlands and even from Poland from those who
returned to Poland. We have supported 208 people through
this free of charge online service.
Case Management
It is important that we follow all procedures in accordance
with applicable law and every client who agrees to our terms
and conditions is recorded using the registration form CASE FILE which includes records of contacts and all pending actions in
relation to the client’s case. In addition, since the end of 2013 we have been using customised software to register clients using
our services, called Assistant Immigrants. This software has been dedicated and made especially for us and is the first such
programme to manage clients and their affairs.
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English classes
In total we supported 89 people providing English classes at different levels: beginners, elementary, pre-intermediate.
We also provided conversations with native speakers.
The main goal of our courses was raising the level of linguistic awareness: a better level of spoken language, better
confidence while using English in everyday situations, increased vocabulary, recognition of differences in the structure and
formation of opinion, building a lexical database based on the core standards of grammar.
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“U-Clinic” - Addiction counselling project
Opened in January 2013, it was developed throughout the past two years, leaded by 3
supervised qualified staff members.
The purpose of the U-Clinic service is to meet the needs of Eastern European migrants
affected by addiction issues. Clients are offered screening and assessment, one to one
counselling & group therapy to assist them in understanding and managing their
substance use.
U-Clinic have supported 100 clients in total in 2015.

The funds are crucial to run the
Clinic .At the moment clients
need to subsidise our project by
paying a donation towards the
Centre (€30 per sessionemployed, €20 – unwaged).
We also offer Detox Auriculopuncture as a part of our programme.
There were additional workshops run by counsellors: Coping Skills
Training, workshops for concerned women. U-Clinic also took part in
Action on Alcohol Week 2015.
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Razem Academy
The main objective of this project is to focus on the Polish language, history,
tradition and culture by organising Polish language classes for Polish
children from Cork County. Classes commenced September 2015 and took
place during the afternoon throughout the week on Mondays and
Wednesdays at rented rooms at St. Maries of the Isle School in Cork, Bishop
Street.
Razem Academy’s second important aim was to prepare pupils for the
Leaving Certificate exam in Polish as a foreign language.
Teachers involved in this project have also worked hard to present Polish
traditions to our
students and to
make sure they
have an opportunity to maintain and enhance Polish culture.
Additional events also took place within this project, such as art
workshops, storytelling and lectures, drama, sports, cultural and
integration events. All in all, the educational mission is to
promote Polish language and Poland.
Razem Academy School is a member of Polish Educational
Society in Ireland, which embraces Polish supplementary
schools in Ireland.
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Mother and Toddler Playgroup
Service offered weekly on Tuesday from 11am -1 pm. The classes are aimed at children 1.5 - 2.5
year old and their parents.
The main objective focuses on children growth and imagination development. The project
included following activities:

-

- Health promotion and healthy lifestyles.
- Shaping the basic principles of ecology and sensitivity in
dealing with environment.
- Developing skills of rational use of renewable and nonrenewable natural resources; promoting saving water,
energy and paper.
- Creating environmental posters and slogans.
- Organizing an exhibition of works at the facility.
- Introducing knowledge about culture and tradition in
Poland and Ireland.
Integration of children and parents.

There was 40 Playgroup meetings in total in 2015 and 16 children and 16 parents
participated in this project.
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“Tea or Coffee” Programme for older members of Polish community
Created to bring together the older members of Polish
Community for a variety of
thematic meetings both in our
Centre and outside TogetherRazem. Group members meet
every Saturday from 5.00 to
7.00 PM.

In 2015 the group had 30 members and there was 51 gatherings.
The group participated in National Spring Clean organized by An Taisce.
The group also promotes Polish culture and create positive relations with Irish community. Our group payed a visit to a
primary school in Ballincollig and also visited the African Community during their
celebrations.
The group also took part in the Cork
Women’s Mini Marathon with other
Together-Razem volunteers.
Members of “Tea or Coffee” also joined well
known Cork events such as the St. Patrick’s
Day Parade, Culture Night or the Cork Jazz
Festival.
Our seniors run a blog @
www.seniorzytogether.blogspot.ie
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Drama group Bric-A-Brac
It was formed in July 2012; since then all members
have worked on their acting skills by continuing
artistic and integrative development.
Number of participants 10. Number of meetings: 51
There were two main performances in 2015:
During PolskaEire Festival 2015– “On the journey”
During Together-Razem Anniversary: “In the autumn”
poetry and music show

Basic Polish Course
We provided 10 week long Polish language courses for beginners in May and in September 2015

CV Clinic
We have started a new project – CV clinic in 2015.
A CV is a crucial element of gaining employment. This clinic enables our clients to be in
possession of a good quality CV. One to one consultations and CV and cover letters preparation
for unemployed migrants and for those who wish to enhance their CV. Opened weekly at 4.15 to
5.15 PM
Assistance was given to 15 people.
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6. OTHER ONCE-OFF PROJECTS AND EVENTS
Flying Seniors
This project funded by The Community Foundation for Ireland was
aimed to educate the senior Polish migrants in Cork City & County in
terms of voting rights and local political processes.
This programme also
served to increase
citizens’ activity and
help the migrant
communities in Cork
City & County to
become more
politically aware and
engaged. Our seniors
gained voting
education and then
educated others in
Dublin, Limerick and
in Cork.
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Cork City Marathon 2015
We ran to show addicted people our
support in their efforts to change and to
promote healthy and sober lifestyle, to
emphasize that there are services offering
help and support to those who have the
desire and need to change. The services
are: "U- Clinic” in Together - Razem and
Sobriety Club” Bridge ".

End of summer event for families
Family picnic with raffle, clown entertainment,
face painting and loads of activities for
children.
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PolskaEire Festival 2015
The idea came about on the occasion of the
UEFA European Championship Qualifying match
that took a place on 29th of March in Dublin and
the Polish and Irish communities have decided
to bring together their shared values, and each
other’s unique customs and traditions, and
celebrate them at the PolskaEire Festival. It was
being led by the Minister of State for New
Communities, Culture and Equality, Aodhán Ó Ríordáin T.D, along with many Polish organisations, national institutions, local
authorities, community groups, sports clubs and schools nationwide.
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Testing EU Citizenship as Labour Citizenship: EU project
As part of the “Testing EU Citizenship as Labour Citizenship: From Cases of Labour Rights
Violations to a Strengthened Labour-Rights Regime” project, funded by the Europe for All
Citizens Programme, Together-Razem Centre investigated the specifics of working conditions
for migrant workers. These investigations were majorly made to establish the compliance with
the terms of work, analysing cases of workers' rights violations as well as the strategies and
practices in Ireland, which the migrant worker can make use of, and the operational field of
the institutions that support them. As part of the tasks of the project Together-Razem held a
series of talks on individual cases, which were brought up by victims of labour rights violations
that have approached the organization regarding this concern. Additionally a focus group meeting has been conducted, with
cases that were selected from participants of an online survey, which has been widely promoted among Polish migrant workers
in Ireland. Participating organisations : Multicultural Centre Prague (Czechia), Universita Padova (Italy), Ado Sah Rom
(Romania),Diversity Development Group (Lithuania), Veřejný ochránce práv (Ombudsman) (Czechia) ,Jyväskylän Yliopisto
(Finland), Solidar (Belgium) ,Forschungs- und Beratungsstelle Arbeitswelt (Austria), Stichting Onderzoek Multinationale
Ondernemingen (Netherlands), Polnischer Sozialrat (Germany), Galician Foundation for Regional Development (Poland).

National Spring Clean 2015
Together-Razem Centre volunteers and a group of seniors "Coffee or Tea" once
again took part in the Irish National Spring Clean, which takes place every year
in April. National Spring Clean is a great social campaign, encouraging all local
communities to participate actively and to take responsibility for littering, by
actually conducting clean-ups in their own local environment.
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“Know your neighbour” national campaign
As a part of "Know your neighbour” national action Together-Razem Centre
organised coffee morning with cakes and Polish pastry. Visitors had a chance to
learn few Polish phrases, get to know Together-Razem volunteers and receive
more details about Centre's services.

Job shadowing initiative
Together-Razem staff visited the CIPS office in Cork to learn about many aspects of Citizen
Information Phone Services work i.e. the channels used by Citizens Information to provide
information (phone, chat (Live Advisor), web), call categorisation, IT system and performance
management processes. CIPS staff also attended our Legal Advice Clinics
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Information seminar
In December at Imperial Hotel we have held an open information seminar on newly introduced
housing scheme Choice Base Letting. The seminar also was held to explain how pension
schemes work as there is an increased number of migrants enquiring about pensions, pension’s
transfers between countries, about PRSI records. Presentation in Polish was given by TogetherRazem and Citizen Information volunteers and there was also time for free consultation in site.

Together-Razem Anniversary
In November we have celebrated our
9th Anniversary with honourable
guests including: Deputy Lord Mayor
Mick Nugent, Minister of Health
Kathleen Lynch, Head of Consular
Section Embassy of Poland Katarzyna
Smoter, TD David Stanton and many,
many more. It was also a day when
we officially launched our new
education project for Polish children
-Razem Academy.
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7. AFFILITIONS 2015
We are members of The Wheel. The Wheel is a support and representative body connecting community and
voluntary organisations and charities across Ireland.

We are part of Union of Polish Communities in Europe.

We are members of Public Participation Network in Cork

We are part of Forum Polonia a cooperative platform that brings together
representatives of various Polish community organisations, the media, and
individuals involved in projects relating to the Polish minority and its links to Irish
society as a whole.
Our Razem Academy is a member of Polish Educational Society in Ireland (PESI) which embraces Polish
supplementary schools in Ireland and widely cooperates with Polish government bodies and organisations
working for the maintenance and promotion of Polish language abroad.
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8. SUPPORTERS FOR 2015
Without the supporter of our funders and partners Together-Razem Centre simply could not provide the vital services we
delivered in 2015.
We would like to take this opportunity to acknowledge and thank the following organisations:
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9. PLANS FOR THE FUTURE
•

To find a bigger & better space to expand our services

•

To secure sustainable funding and funding streams

•

To maintain and develop our Advice, Advocacy and Legal Clinic

•

To develop U-Clinic and general counselling services

•

To develop our Razem Academy educational project

•
To Develop more low cost programmes to secure funds for daily costs of
our centre
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10.

FINANCIAL STATEMENT

Our accounts have been audited by CRESCO Accountants & Tax Advisers, South Mall, Cork
Please find below current Tax Clearance Certificate valid until 30th June 2016.
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11.

MEDIA ABOUT US
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